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Robert is a Storyteller, Speaker, Author, Life Coach, and Podcast Host. Yet,
he talks of himself as Possibility. He is the guy who believes in measuring
life by joy because in his darkest moments he found joy was ever-present.
He believes that play is vital to living a joyful life and it is only when we
free our minds and value the ordinary moments that we live an
extraordinary life. He realized all he had to do was turn the dial of the
kaleidoscope of his perspective to live an amazing life regardless of
adversity. And that requires conscious choices.

BOOKS AUTHORED

Possibility in Action
Rethink a myriad of accumulated
beliefs and add ones by choice to
intentionally and consciously craft
your life.
www.possibilityinactionthebook.com

Chasing Life
The remarkable true story about love,
joy, and achievement against all odds
www.chasinglifethebook.com

A Pimby Tale
Adventures Into Imagination to spark
creativity and wonder.
www.apimbytale.com

POSSIBILITY IN ACTION
Robert's mission is to empower, guide, and inspire people to meet their
greatness. He lives a philosophy he calls Possibility in Action – taking desire
for positive transformation and putting it into action through selfawareness and making conscious choices. In other words, waking up and
living your life on purpose with purpose.
Robert's passion, witty nature, and openness motivates participants to
question paradigms and desire transformation. "Our potential is found in
our uniqueness - plain and simple. Once we honor that, we then become
the main character in the movie of our life and reach higher."
He invites us all to stand in our agency and not be afraid to be afraid. In
turn, a world of possibilities opens for us. To live as Possibility in Action is
to live consciously, fully, and joyfully. It is not the number of years but the
moments of joy that create a full life.

BACKGROUND
SPEAKER
Robert is a well-rounded International
Keynote Speaker, Life Coach, business
professional, and team leader with a vast skill
set woven from: personal experiences,
intuition, empathy, mentoring/coaching,
teaching, creativity, functional operational
expertise, financial acumen, problem-solving,
strategic thinking, and an entrepreneurial
mindset focused on the cost/benefit ratio of
actions.

As a speaker, Robert engages and challenges the audience on a variety of
topics. Through humor, clarity, and connection, he creates dynamic and
lasting positive shifts in perspectives and mindsets. He's appeared on many
podcasts, workshops, as well as virtual and live events including the
prestigious Alexander Ming Fisher Memorial Lecture at Columbia
University, Chatter That Matters, and The School of Purpose Podcast.

TOPICS
Becoming Possibility In Action | The Power of Conscious Choices | The
Importance of Joy, Play and Curiosity | Mastering Fear and Change | Waking
Up and Living Life on Purpose with Purpose | Impactful Leadership

